Two Special Films for Teachers and Parents of Special Needs Children

“Autism: Made in the USA”and “Voices of El-Sayed”
Axelrod Performing Arts Center
100 Grant Ave., Deal Park 732-531-9100 x142
Tickets: $8

Autism: Made in the USA Tuesday, Nov. 10, 7:30 p.m.
Director: Gary Null - Appearing that Evening for Q and A
Documentary, USA, 100 min
Dr. Gary Null is the host of the nation’s longest running public radio program on nutrition
and natural health. Time magazine called him "The New Mr. Natural." My Generation magazine dubbed him one of the top health gurus in the U.S. One foremost advocates of alternative
medicine and natural healing.

Autism. What is it and why is it on the rise? In this pioneering educational film, the
director Dr. Gary Null interviews the world’s leading experts on autism. A full spectrum of medical and scientific views is presented, both orthodox and non-traditional, to
get at the real reasons behind this childhood scourge. In, Autism: Made in the USA,
Gary Null, will peel away the misconceptions, and show how concerned parents and
health care providers can finally take some solace in finding effective treatments for

Voices from El-Sayed
Tuesday, November 17, 7:30 p.m.
"Shot with an artist’s eye, this beautifully polished
tale of a Bedouin village in the Negev Desert that
is home to the world’s largest deaf community has
more drama than most Hollywood product "
- The Film Talk
Voices from El-Sayed is a unique and moving
documentary offering us intimate cinematic dialogue with El-Sayed's marvelous silent people.
75 min / 52 min | 2008 | Arabic Hebrew & Sign
Language | English Subtitled

In the picturesque Israeli Negev desert lays the Bedouin village of El-Sayed. It has the largest percentage of deaf people in the world. Still, no hearing aids can be seen because in El-Sayed deafness is not a
handicap. Through the generations a unique sign language has evolved making it the most popular language in this rare society that accepts deafness as natural as life itself. The village`s tranquility is interrupted by Salim`s decision to change his deaf son’s fate and make him a hearing person using the Cochlear Implant Operation.

